Designed by Jason Lansdale exclusively for Knightsbridge Furniture, the Elan range of upholstered seating has been crafted with comfort and practicality in mind. Elan is suitable for use in a variety of applications including lounges, receptions, breakout areas and bedrooms.
ELAN

Designed by Jason Lansdale

Key Features

• Constructed using non-retractable security screws with no visible staples
• Designed as a one piece sealed unit to eliminate secretion of contraband/ weapons
• Carpet base fitted as standard to help prevent damage to vinyl flooring
• Available with optional extreme feet
• Sealed back to eliminate secretion of contraband/ weapons
• No metal tacking or crocodile strips used in construction
• Available in a wide range of fabrics and vinyls

Optional Features

• Additional weighting to prevent lifting available - armchair maximum total weight 44kg, 2 seater settee maximum total weight 50kg
• Extreme feet fitted with stainless steel non-retractable bolts
• Available with two-tone upholstery (as shown above)
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